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Atomic Physics: cavity QEDElectronic conductors

Excellent understanding 
(dressed atom formalism...)



3

atom photons couplingH H H H= + +

Many open questions (Harnessing 
properties of materials by light 

irradiation but at also equilibrium ?)

Context: Quantum optics and Solid state materials
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I) Introduction: Amazing things you can achieve with 
cavity photons

II) Superradiance phase transition, a no-go theorem 
and beyond



I) All the amazing things 

you can (or perhaps 

cannot…) achieve with 

cavity (quantum) light 



Ebbesen, Acc. Chem. Res. 49, 2403 (2016) 

Strong light-matter interaction can alter the chemical properties 

such as the chemical rate of reactions but also the transport 

properties, etc.

Cavity QED of molecular systems 



Cavity QED of molecular systems 



2D TIs from quantum light



Breakdown of topological protection by 
quantum light



Cavity enhancement of 
superconductivity



Cavity QED and electron-phonon 
superconductivity



Cavity-mediated electron-photon
superconductivity



Super-radiant exciton insulators



II) Superradiance phase 

transition, a no-go 

theorem and beyond



Superradiance phase transition

Quantum phase transition due to light-matter 

interaction

Ground state is characterized by:



The Dicke model



Thermal and quantum superradiant PTs



Quantum superradiant phase transition
In the Dicke model

C. Emary and T. Brandes, Phys Rev. E. 67, 66203 (2003)

It can be solved exactly using a Holstein-Primakoff transformation in the N →



The first no-go theorem

The first connection was made between the absence of transition and 
the presence of the diamagnetic term (TRK sum rule)



Requires to couple extended electron 

systems to the quantized modes of the 

E.M. field, going well beyond Dicke-like 

models

Cavity QED of electronic systems



A long controversy…

YES NO

AND MANY OTHERS !



Courtesy: Marco Polini



Electronic Hamiltonian in a uniform 
cavity field

Electronic

Hamiltonian

Single mode

Cavity field

Light matter 

interaction

Paramagnetic term Diamagnetic term



No-go theorem
From G. Andolina et al., PRB 100, 121109(R) (2019) 

However, a physical system cannot respond to a static (w→0) and uniform (q→0) 

gauge potential as a consequence of gauge invariance of electromagnetism.

This gauge invariance leads to the Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn sum rule (f-sum rule)

which expresses the fact that the paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions to the 

physical current-current response function cancel in the uniform & static.

For photon condensation to occur :

Gauge invariance excludes photon condensation in 

a uniform&static E.M. cavity field

This leads to

(Many mistakes and wrong results in the literature )

Paramagnetic 

current

contribution

Diamagnetic 

current

contribution



Circumvent the no-go theorem

- What is the general criterium to find superradiance

with spatially modulated cavity modes?

- Where to find it ?

- How to guarantee gauge invariance ? 

- Characterize the properties of the superradiant

phase

D. Guerci, PS, C. Mora, PRL 125, 257604 (2020)



Answer: Yes. Best option is to dope 2D 

(meta)materials near a Van Hove 

singularity in a spatially varying (i.e. finite 

q) cavity field.



To avoid problem with gauge invariance, we choose to work on the lattice

Local density-density interaction

with

Light-matter interaction

Matter Hamiltonian

Peierls substitution in the Coulomb gauge

Expand 

Lattice formulation

Paramagnetic term Diamagnetic term



Criterium for superradiant transition

Electron-photon coupling

Onset of superradiance



Criterium for superradiant transition

Electron-photon coupling

Onset of superradiance: 

The total current susceptibiity

(after lengthy calculations using linear response theory 

and the stiffness thm )



Criterium for superradiant transition

Instability of the 
ground state :

Andolina et al., PRB 100, 121109(R) (2019) 

No-go theorem for uniform cavity modes 

No-go theorem for longitudinal photons; uL∥q

Gauge invariance :

No superradiance in 1D even at finite q

f-sum rule



Criterium for superradiant transition

dipole matrix element

Transverse photons; uT ⊥ q                  cT(q)<0 paramagnetism

Favorable condition for the paramagnetic contribution to dominate ?

Looking for diverging  paramagnetic contribution. This is possible when :

- Having two lines of Fermi points connected by a  q (nesting)

- Having a diverging d.o.s. at a Fermi point (van Hove singularity) 

Quadratic or higher-order band touching 



Toy model of superradiant ground states

Electrons on a 2D honeycomb lattice

G. Montambaux et al., PRB 80, 153412 (2009) 



Toy models of superradiant ground states
Electrons on a 2D honeycomb lattice

A staggered flux phase
F. D. M. Haldane, 61 2015 (1988) 

Band spectrum (three lowest) of the superradiant state with non-zero Chern
numbers obtained for A = 0.3,



Toy models of superradiant ground states
Electrons on a 2D honeycomb lattice

A staggered flux phase
F. D. M. Haldane, 61 2015 (1988) 

Spectrum in a ribbon geometry for 

Topological edge states

Breaks spontaneously TRS



Beyond toy models

dipole matrix element

Transverse photons; uT ⊥ q                  cT(q)<0 paramagnetism

For a 3D cavity, we can rewrite the superradiance criterium in a 
simple form involving the orbital susceptibility: 

See  Andolina et al., PRB 102, 125137 (2020) 



Orbital paramagnetism in TBL

Orbital paramagnetic behavior is expected when chemical potential 
is tuned near a VHS! 

See D. Guerci, PS, C.Mora,  PRB B 103, 224436 (2021) 

Several orders of magnitude too smaller to reach 

superradiance for a typical cavity !



Conclusion and summary

The superradiant instability takes place at finite wave vector q, i.e. 

spatially modulated cavities. The resonant condition is achieved when 

q=1/lmatter. 

The superradiant instability takes place at finite wave vector q, i.e. 

spatially modulated cavities. The resonant condition is achieved when 

q=1/lmatter. 

The superradiant instability takes place at finite wave vector q, 

i.e. spatially modulated cavities. The resonant condition is achieved 

when q=1/lmatter. 


